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Abstract
The article discusses the possibility of using LabView graphical environment for visualization and quick and easy
identification of parameters of the dynamic system. For further analysis a human driver model, sitting in a car seat,
fastened with seatbelts is used.
This model consists of eight rigid solids. The solids reflect parts of the human body. In the model head and neck
are separate segments. The torso is divided into three parts: upper torso, middle torso and lower torso. In this model
also a leg is a separate segment. The leg is divided into three parts: thigh, lower leg and foot. The individual solids
are connected by torsionally vulnerable joints. Additionally a seat back was modelled too, which limits the movement
of three segments of the torso. Similarly as in the standard car with the seat equipped with a three-point safety belt, in
the model presented in this article, the location of the upper and lower seat belt was modelled and shown. The whole
model has two frames of reference.
For this purpose, a graphical language program was developed, in which by changing the settings of analogue
units representing parameters such as mass ratios, stiffness, damping, moments of inertia, it is possible to determine
the impact of these parameters on the delay shapes, speed, energy, etc.
Keywords: mechanical system parameters, the coefficient of stiffness, damping, graphical environment, LabView

1. Introduction
The analysis of static and dynamic conditions of mechanical and electrical systems shall be
based on a mathematical model [2, 5, 6]. Dynamic model equations are derived based on
Lagrange equations of the second kind. Electromechanical parameters in the model are
determined based on detailed knowledge of construction and materials (which are not always
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known) or based on experimental studies on the basis of approximation or time-frequency
characteristics obtained from measurements. The coefficients of the mathematical model
(masses, moments of inertia, stiffness, damping, etc.) should be selected in such a way that the
waveforms received on the basis of the model accurately reflect the waveforms obtained from
the measurements [1-3, 7].
This article presents the possibility of using LabView graphical environment for quick and
easy identification of mechanical parameters of the mechanical system by 10 degrees of freedom
(a driver sitting in a car seat, fastened with seatbelts).
2. Dynamic model
The following assumptions have been taken into account while building a mathematical model
of a dynamic man-driver, sitting in a car seat, fastened in a seat belt for computer crash test
simulation:
- a flat model (movement in an XOZ car plane, further referred to as XoOYo plane),
- model elements (particular solids) are treated as perfectly stiff,
- the arrangement of solids corresponds to particular parts of the body,
- the location of weight centres and moments of inertia of particular solids are known,
- solids are linked by articulated joints prone to torsion of a line stiffness and damping,
- no clearances occur among particular solids,
- the only input influencing the arrangement is Vx initial speed,
- chest bend has not been taken into consideration,
- belts are modelled as susceptible elements of Kelvin-Voigt,
- gas air bag has been modelled as a susceptible line element of Kelvin-Voigt.
The structure adopted for testing the dynamic model of the driver of 10 degrees of freedom is
shown in Fig. 1. The model has 10 degrees of freedom: with 8 degrees are associated with the
angular displacements Į1 - Į8 of individual blocks relative to each other, and 2 degrees are
associated with the movement of the entire system in the x and y plane.
To conduct the analysis, 2 rectangular Cartesian systems of coordinates were applied, where
the first one is a supplementary one:
- XoOoYo – it is a motionless system of coordinates placed inside a car. XoYo plane sets
a movement of an O point on a specified track, the direction of Xo axis is parallel to
a lengthwise axis of a road, whereas the direction of Yo axis a perpendicular one. The O point
is fixed at the point of intersection of lower seating plane with support seating axis. The
location of Oo is constant and fixed to car mass.
- XOY – it is an auxiliary system of coordinates moved within XoYo of xo and yo length. Point O
was established as the beginning of the system, located at the link point of trunk and thigh
mass. Such system outlines rotation of particular solids over Į angle against X axis. During
a collision XOY system moves by xo and yo value against XoOoYo system.
Motion model is described by two coordinate systems, immovable X000Y0 and movable X0Y
which has the ability to move in the direction of the X0 or Y0 axis. In this model, m1 - m8 masses
have the ability to move relative to each other at an angle Į. This model consists of 8 blocks
connected by joints. At the same time, it was assumed that the joints are vulnerable elements of
linear characteristics. Starting from the top, the first block is the head, the second one is the neck
and the trunk has been divided into three parts: the top one which symbolises the chest, the
middle one which symbolises the belly and the lower one which is the abdomen and the hips.
The leg has been divided into three parts: the thigh, lower leg and the foot. The block, that
reflects the upper torso, in the assumptions, adopted more weight since the weight of hands has
been added. Furthermore, it has been assumed that the only enforcement affecting the system is
the Vx initial velocity.
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Fig. 1. The structure adopted for testing the driver model of 10 degrees of freedom

Structure of the dynamic model shown in Fig. 1 is represented by the kinematic dependencies
that depend on the position of the x and y axis and the Į1 - Į8 location angle. Kinematics
compounds against Y axis are described by the following relations:
y1

ylo  l5 sin ǂ5  ǂ5 p  l 4 sin ǂ4  ǂ4 p  l3 sin ǂ3  ǂ3 p  l 2 sin ǂ2  ǂ2 p  l1Ĥr sin ǂ1  ǂ1p ,

y2
y3

ylo  l5 sin ǂ5  ǂ5 p  l 4 sin ǂ4  ǂ4 p  l 3 sin ǂ3  ǂ3 p  l 2Ĥr sin ǂ2  ǂ2 p ,
ylo  l5 sin ǂ5  ǂ5 p  l 4 sin ǂ4  ǂ4 p  l3Ĥr sin ǂ3  ǂ3 p ,

y4

ylo  l5 sin ǂ5  ǂ5 p  l 4Ĥr sin ǂ4  ǂ4 p ,

y5

ylo  l5Ĥr sin ǂ5  ǂ5 p ,

y6

ylo  l6Ĥr sin ǂ6  ǂ6 p ,

y7

ylo  l6 sin ǂ6  ǂ6 p  l 7Ĥr sin ǂ7  ǂ7 p ,

y8

ylo  l6 sin ǂ6  ǂ6 p  l 7 sin ǂ7  ǂ7 p  l 8Ĥr sin ǂ8  ǂ8 p ,

where:
y1 - y8
l1 - l 8
l1Ğr - l8Ğr
Į1 - Į8,
Į1p - Į8p

-

(1)

displacements of segments in the y direction,
segments' length,
location of mass centres,
values set of angles,
values of initial set of angles.
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Kinematics compounds against Y axis are described by the following relations:
x1

xlo  l5 cosǂ5  ǂ5p  l4 cosǂ4  ǂ4p  l3 cosǂ3  ǂ3p  l2 cosǂ2  ǂ2p  l1Ĥr cosǂ1  ǂ1p ,

x2

xlo  l5 cosǂ5  ǂ5 p  l4 cosǂ4  ǂ4p  l3 cosǂ3  ǂ3p  l2Ĥr cosǂ2  ǂ2p ,

x3

xlo  l5 cosǂ5  ǂ5 p  l4 cosǂ4  ǂ4p  l3Ĥr cosǂ3  ǂ3p ,

x4

xlo  l5 cosǂ5  ǂ5 p  l4Ĥr cosǂ4  ǂ4p ,

x5

xlo  l5Ĥr cosǂ5  ǂ5 p ,

x6

xlo  l6Ĥr cosǂ6  ǂ6p ,

x7

xlo  l6 cosǂ6  ǂ6p  l7 Ĥr cosǂ7  ǂ7 p ,

x8

xlo  l6 cosǂ6  ǂ6p  l7 cosǂ7  ǂ7 p  l8Ĥr cosǂ8  ǂ8 p ,

(2)

where:
x1 - x8 - displacement of segments in the x direction.
Potential energy Ep of the system is described as follows:
kp1 ǂ1  ǂ2

Ep
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2
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2

2
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2
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2
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2
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(3)

kpas1x32 kpas2x52 kopx32 kopx42 kopx52
,




2
2
2
2
2

where:
kpas1, kpas2, kop - stiffness coefficients of seat belt and backrest,
kp1 - kp8
- stiffness coefficients of segments joints.
Rayleigh equation is described by the following relations:
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where:
cpas, cop
- damping coefficients of seat belt and backrest,
c1 - c8, cp1 - cp8 - damping coefficients of segments joints.
Kinetic energy Ek of the system is described as follows:
Ek
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(5)

m8 y8
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where:
I1 - I8 - inertia moments of segments.
3. Graphical solution of dynamic model
The LabView environment is the ultimate graphical and text tool used to create virtual
instruments, measurement, data processing, device control, and is an excellent mathematical
environment in which it is possible to solve differential equations (including non-linear ones).
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As in the case of LabView environment systems of differential equations can be calculated in two
ways. The first way is to use ODE block (Ordinary Differential Equations): formula string, using
the so-called. "clusters" in which the system of equations is input directly. The ODE block is
available when you expand the Functions palette in Mathematics tab - Differential Equations Ordinary Differential Equations - ODE solver (ODE VI) as shown in Fig. 2 [4].

Fig. 2. Selecting a Ordinary Differential Equations bookmark - ODE solver

To transform the ODE VI into ODE formula string, click the right mouse button on the ODE VI
(Solver) and then choose Select Type - ODE solver - F (x,t) is formula string, as shown in Fig. 3 [4].

Fig. 3. Transformation of ODE VI into ODE formula string

Once the above-mentioned block has been created (ODE formula string) input and output of
functions should be derived using the right mouse button. ODE formula string has six outputs,
which are described below:
- The parameters under which simulation research is carried out - Simulation parameters,
- initial values - x0,
- ODE RHS,
- times,
- Outputs
- Errors.
Inputs can be selected in two ways:
- control - control of parameters from the front panel in a real mode,
- constant reference values only possible when creating the program (without the possibility of
changes during the program).
When creating a program, the order of parameter input and definition is optional. In the
following example in Fig. 4 two variables i1 and i2 have been defined, and the input values are
defined as constant. The example in Fig. 4 implements the following system of non-linear equations:
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In the Simulation Parameters a dialogue box appears with parameters such as: start time, end
time, tolerance, step and function. Selection of the number of initial values and equations is to
stretch “cluster”.

Fig. 4. Preparing the system of differential equations with two variables i1 and i2 to the solution

After saving the system of differential equations with two variables i1 and i2 state (Fig. 4) the
next step is to develop the XY Graph that will show the waveforms of desired state variables. To do
this, for the two state variables i1 and i2, one-dimensional arrays (with data) to “clusters” need to be
replaced. Use the Bundle function located in the tab: Programming - Cluster, Class & Variant.
When you replace the variables i1 and i2 into “clusters” a matrix using the Build Array should be
developed. Fig. 5 and 6 show two windows respectively: Block Diagram (with a graphical program)
and Front Panel (presenting the results of simulations), which implement the first way of solving the
system of non-linear differential equations with two variables i1 and i2 state.

Fig. 5. The first way to solve the system of non-linear differential equations with two state variables - Block Diagram
window with a graphical program
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Fig. 6. The first way to solve the system of non-linear differential equations with two state variables - Front Panel
window

The second way to solve the system of differential equations is to generate two vectors i1 and
i2 using a sub-program calculating F(x,t). Time in the program is generated using the Ramp
Pattern function. Moreover, the created program uses for a loop and the structure of Formula
Node. This way of programming using the structure of Formula Node is similar to Matlab, with
the exception of the declaration of variables. Note, however, that the fault “Formula Node” block
is the lack of calculations using complex numbers, which in the case of the dynamic model
considered in this paper does not apply. The following steps show the second way of solving the
system of non-linear differential equations with two state variables i1 and i2 together with
a description of equations (6) and (7).
Figure 7 shows the structure of Formula Node, which during the input t time has been added,
while during outputs by writing in the structure of Formula Node a0, a1, a2 and a3 parameters
have been specified depending on t time along with the initial rhs.vi. ODE function template.
a)

b)

Fig. 7. Specification of a) time-dependent parameters using Formula Node structure and b) rhs.vi ODE function
template
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Using the Build Array function (Fig. 7), a matrix has been constructed, while at the output by
using the Transpose 2D Array function a transpose matrix has been created. To check the vectors
of parameters to a “cluster” form the Bundle By Name function needs to be used. Block Bundle By
Name function inputs need to be set as Constant (as is the case in a given time step), while the
outputs are connected to the ODE VI function. Other activities (apart from F(x,t) function) are set
as in the first example for ODE: formula string. In the case of F(x,t), rhs ODE subprogram needs
to be written setting up this feature in a separate window. rhs ODE function template can be found
in LabView \ vi.lib \ gmath \ ode.llb \ “ODE rhs.vit.” Fig. 6 in addition to the structure of Formula
Node, the template of created rhs ODE VI has also been presented. The subprogram, among others,
uses the date functions. Fig. 8 shows the subprogram setting i1 and i2 derivatives as a function
of x '(t) = F (x,t).
a)

b)

Fig. 8. Subprogram setting i1 and i2 derivatives as a function of a) the views of the Block Diagram window, and b)
view of the created VI

To connect the formed ODE rhs block(Fig. 8) to created main program ODE rhs should be
previously saved as VI and go to the main program. In the main program, click the right mouse
button on the ODE rhs pad (VI setting) and go to the Application Control palette, and then select
the Static VI Reference. Then there is a folder with a question mark, which should be clicked with
the right mouse button and choose the path of access to the Browse for Patch subprogram and
select created ODE rhs subprogram (which has been previously saved). The next step is to re-click
the right mouse button on the ODE rhs pad and select Strictly Typed VI Reference. Such a ready
file with the subprogram must be connected to the ODE VI function as shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9 and
10 show respectively the Block Diagram window with the graphical program and the Front Panel
window. These windows realise the second way of solving the system of non-linear differential
equations with two variables i1 and i2 state.
Waveforms of Fig. 6 and 10 are identical. Both ways of solving non-linear differential
equations can therefore be used for simulation studies to create a dynamic model of 10 degrees of
freedom, which will be presented below.
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Fig. 9. The second way to solve the system of non-linear differential equations with two state variables - Block
Diagram window with a graphical program, b) Front Panel window

Fig. 10. The second way to solve the system of non-linear differential equations with two state variables - Front Panel
window
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4. Dynamic model of 10 degrees of freedom realized by using the graphical environment
For the dynamic model of 10 degrees of freedom (the driver sitting in a car seat, fastened with
seatbelts) described with non-linear dependencies 1-5 graphical software in G language in
LabView has been developed on the basis of which, it is possible to carry out simulation studies of
the impact of various factors on the waveforms of desired state variables. Fig. 11 shows the view
of the Front Panel window with a part of the program showing how to connect the analogue units
(i.e. experimentally adjustable rates seen on the left) to the structure of Formula Node. The
window shown in Fig. 11 enables the change of the following factors: m1 - m8 – the weight of
individual blocks, l1 - l8 - the length of individual blocks, l1Ğr - l8Ğr - the length of individual blocks
from the centre of each block, I1 - I8 - moments of inertia and Į1p - Į8p - angles of the initial
position of each block.

Fig. 11. A part of the created program - view of the Block Diagram window

Program part shown in the Formula Node window calculates the following factors:
A(1,1)=m1+m2+m3+m4+m5+m6+m7
A(1,2)=0
A(1,3)=-m1*l1Ğr*sin(alfa1+alfa1p)
A(1,4)=-(m1*l2+m2*l2Ğr)*sin(alfa2+alfa2p)
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A(1,5)=- ((m1+m2)*l3+m3*l3Ğr)*sin(alfa3+alfa3p)
A(1,6)=-((m1+m2+m3)*l4+m4*l4Ğr)*sin(alfa4+alfa4p)
A(1,7)=-((m1+m2+m3+m4)*l5+m5*l5Ğr)*sin(alfa5+alfa5p)
A(1,8)=-((m7+m8)*l6+m6*l6Ğr)*sin(alfa6+alfa6p)
A(1,9)=-(m8*l7+m7*l7Ğr)*sin(alfa7+alfa7p)
A(1,10)=-m8*l8Ğr*sin(alfa8+alfa8p)
Figure 12 shows the view to the Front Panel window of the part of program showing described
analogue units shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 12. View of the Front Panel window of the part of a program created with analogue units (from Fig. 11)

In a similar way as in Fig. 11 and 12, other factors need to be connected (kpas1, kpas2, kop – the
coefficients of stiffness of the waist and back, kp1 - kp8 – coefficients of stiffness of joints in blocks,
cpas, cop – damping and seat belt coefficients, c1 - c8, cp1 - cp8 – damping coefficients joints in
blocks) to the structure of Formula Node. Fig. 13 shows another part of the program that uses the
Front Panel window and two windows of Formula Node structure to calculate the following B and
Bzag coefficients.
The structure of the Formula Node on the left (Fig. 13):
B(1,1)=0
B(1,2)=0
B(1,3)=(- m1*l1Ğr*cos(alfa1+alfa1p))^2
B(1,4)=-( (m1*l2+m1*l2Ğr)*cos(alfa2+alfa2p))^2
B(1,5)= -(((m1+m2)*l3+m3*l3Ğr)*cos(alfa3+alfa3p))^2
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B(1,6)=-( ((m1+m2+m3)*l4+m4*l4Ğr)*cos(alfa4+alfa4p))^2
B(1,7)=-( ((m1+m2+m3+m4)*l5+m5*l5Ğr)*cos(alfa5+alfa5p))^2
B(1,8)=-( ((m7+m8)*l6+m6*l6Ğr)*cos(alfa6+alfa6p))^2
B(1,9)=-( (m8*l7+m7*l7Ğr)*cos(alfa7+alfa7p))^2
B(1,10)=-( m8*l8Ğr*cos(alfa8+alfa8p))^2
a)

b)

Fig. 13. Another part of the program (shown in Fig. 11) that uses the Front Panel window and two windows of
Formula Node structure to calculate the following B and Bzag coefficients
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The structure of the Formula Node on the right side (Fig. 13):
Bzag(1,1)=czagá
Bzag (1,2)=0
Bzag (1,3)= -czagá* l1Ğr*sin(alf1+alfa1p)
Bzag (1,4)= -czagá* l2*sin(alfa2+alfa2p)
Bzag (1,5)= -czagá* l3*sin(alfa3+alfa3p)
Bzag (1,6)= -czagá* l4*sin(alfa4+alfa4p)
Bzag (1,7)= -czagá* l5*sin(alfa5+alfa5p)
Bzag (1,8)=0
Bzag (1,9)=0
Bzag (1,10)=0
After completing the remaining equations, graphical visualization of the impact of individual
factors, and desired shape parameters for the waveforms, needs to be started with non-zero
coefficient settings m1 - m8, l1 - l8, l1Ğr - l8Ğr, I1 - I8, kpas1, kpas2, kop, kp1 - kp8, cpas, cop, c1 - c8, cp1 - cp8
and Į1p - Į8p. Then, by input of particular displacements y1 - y8, x1 - x8 and Į1 - Į8 angles it is
possible to visualize the impact of various parameters on the speed waveforms, acceleration or
energy, etc.
5. Conclusions
The article presents the possibility of using LabView graphical environment to build
a dynamic model (the driver sitting in a car seat, fastened with seatbelts) of 10 degrees of
freedom. For this purpose, a program has been developed in G graphical language (in the
LabView environment) which by changing the settings of analogue units allows continuous
visualization of the impact of parameters on the delay waveforms, speed, energy, etc. calculated
based on the adopted model and depending on parameter values. The illustrated graphical
program uses Formula Node structure, which is connected with analogue units representing
particular coefficients and parameters of the dynamic model. The advantage of the Formula
Node structure is that the programming method is similar to Matlab, which especially for
researcher's familiar with Matlab environment greatly simplifies creating graphics software in
LabView. The program presented in the following work can be used for initial graphical
identification of the dynamic model parameters. Influence of parameters m1 - m8, l1 - l8, l1Ğr - l8Ğr,
I1 - I8, kpas1, kpas2, kop, kp1 - kp8, cpas, cop, c1 - c8, cp1 - cp8 and Į1p - Į8p. as well as desired y1 - y8, x1 x8 and Į1 - Į8 on delay waveforms, speed, energy, etc. is a large spectrum of solutions and will
be the subject of another work of the authors.
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